
Porn
linked
to rape

Psychological research in-
dicates that men who are exposed
ta pornographic films tend ta be
more violent toward women. In
recent research psychologist
Edward Donnersrein of the Un-
iversity of Wisconsin has been
investigatingz this potential link
between pornographic materials
depicting women as victims and
resultant acts of violence
perpetrated on women.

In an experiment 120 maIe
subjects were paired with a female

confederate," who posed as
another subject. The 120 men
were then told they were part of
an experiment concerned with the
effects of stress.

An initial blood pressure
reading was taken. The subjects
were then asked ta write a short
essay on a spectfic tapcwhc
wouid be evaluated by t he subject-
confederlte.

Part of that evaluarion con-
sisted of administering varying
leveis of shocks ta the subjects,
determined ta be either neutral in
effect or an&er-inducing.

Immediately fallowing the
shocks. the subjects were asked ta
view a film that aieýgedly was flot

p art of this experiment, but of
fture research. The subjects

viewed one of three films: one
cansidered neutral in bath
aggressive and eratic content;
another, sexualiy arausing; and a
third bath sexuaiiy arausing and
aggressive.

After the film, the subject's
blood pressure was again taken,
and each completed a brief
questionnaire rating the film.

Donnerstein's resuits sup-
port the findings of past research
which indicates that highly arous-
ing sexuai stimuii can increase
aggression. The "angered" maie
subjects who viewed only the
erotic, rather than the aggrsie
erotic film, experience anin-
crease in agression towards other
maies, but not towards femaies.

Donnerstein notes that these
rather surprising findings are
actually consistent with recent
theorizing which -suggests that
while physioiogically aroused, and
even angry, men are inhibited by
strang cultural sanctions against
violence towards wamfen.

But those maie subjects,
Donnerstein found, who watched
the aggressive-erotic film dis-
played a marked increase in their
aggressiveness but only towards
wamen. This increase occured
even without the additionai anger
stimulus given in the shock phase
of the experiment. Accarding ta
the psychologist, "the femaie's,
association with the victim in the
film was an important contributor
to the aggressian directed tawards
her."
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